
Add Some Luxury to Your Break with 5 Star Hotels in London

If you’re thinking of heading off to London for a well-deserved break, you’ll want to make it as                 

memorable as possible. It’s a chance to relax and unwind as you experience the sights and sounds                

of our capital city, indulging in everything it has to offer from fine dining to award-winning shows                

and world-class shopping, but if you really want to make the most of it there’s only one choice –                  

staying at 5 star hotels.

Bring a Little Luxury to Your Trip

Staying in hotels of this calibre is the perfect way to bring a little luxury to your trip. Your holiday                   

will begin from the moment you set foot in the lobby – you’ll be blown away by the spectacle,                  

with many of the top London hotels having truly breathtaking entrances – and it’ll continue when               

you’ve made your way to your sumptuous guest room (or perhaps even a suite?). The facilities at                

these hotels will be truly exceptional, many of which incorporating the likes of spas and health               

centres, and with bars and restaurants serving exquisite dishes you won’t have to travel far to               

experience the best of 5 star cuisine.

The Perfect Base from Which to Explore

A 5 star room in a top London hotel can prove to be the perfect base from which to explore the                    

capital. You’ll be wonderfully refreshed and can start your day with an exceptional breakfast too,              

with the whole experience being about your level of comfort and enjoyment. You can head off on                

a day of exploring, perhaps heading to the tourist sites or even luxury department stores, or you                

might like to visit places off the beaten track for a true taste of London. But, whatever you decide                  

there’ll be nothing better than knowing you can return to your luxurious room for an evening of                

relaxation after such a busy day, and you might like to finish the whole thing off with an exquisite                  

meal and a few cocktails for the ultimate fine dining experience.

World-class Service

Perhaps the best thing about heading to 5 star hotels in London is that the level of service you’re                  

able to receive will be impeccable. It can really add something to the overall experience with               

nothing being too much trouble for these hotels, and with a lot of big London names being known                 

for their sheer level of service you can be sure of getting a truly exceptional experience. You’ll be                 

in iconic surroundings and with many hotels being housed in historic buildings you’ll be getting a               

whole other level of luxury added into the mix, leaving you safe in the knowledge you’re dealing                

with a hotel that has a clear pedigree.

Why Book Anything Less?

Whether it’s a once in a lifetime break, a short weekend stopover or a chance to escape the                 



hustle and bustle of daily life, make sure to book 5 star hotels in London and you can bring some                   

much-needed luxury to your break for an experience you’ll never forget.


